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1. Executive Summary
This document sets forth the guidelines on how documents should be prepared in order to receive a
compensation (grant) for housing thermal modernisation under the IQ energy Programme funded by
The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD).
Grants are only awarded to those borrowers that have documented their thermal modernisation
projects in compliance with these Guidelines. Therefore, we strongly recommend that you should
familiarise yourself with them, since failure to comply with the Guidelines may be a reason for grant
rejection.
In order to receive a grant, the borrower has to submit the following documents:
•
•

•

Eligibility Certificate – document confirming that the materials or equipment used are
supported by the IQ energy Programme;
Financial documentation – scanned or photo copies of the financial documents such as the loan
agreement, card account statement, payment documents, invoices, fiscal receipts, etc. Financial
documentation means those documents based on which it is possible to identify the cost of
materials, equipment or works on their installation;
Technical documentation – scanned or photo copies of the warranty certificates, acts of
acceptance, as well as photos of the facility before the beginning of works, in the process of
their performance and after their completion. Technical documentation means those
documents based on which it is possible to identify the technical features of materials or
equipment, as well as to get assured of the successfulness of their installation at the facility.

A specific list of financial documents depends on what form of loan was used – credit card or other loan
– and in which way a payment was made – in cash or non-cash form. A specific list of technical
documentation depends on the category of the technology that was used in the project – windows,
heating system, boilers, heat insulation, etc. Please familiarise yourself with the below guidelines
applicable to your specific case.



In accordance with CMU Decree “On the approval of the list of groups of technically
sophisticated household goods that are subject to warranty repair (service) or warranty
replacement, for the purposes of application of cash registers» #231 of March 16, 2017, it is only
possible to sell the majority of the types of core products from the Technology Catalogue within
the territory of Ukraine with the issuance of a fiscal receipt. Its absence is a reason for warranty
service rejection.
Therefore, the IQ energy Programme requires that the payment for core equipment or materials
should be confirmed with a fiscal receipt. The payment for auxiliary materials may be
documented with a different acceptable financial document, in accordance with these
Guidelines.

All documents are to be submitted via the specially created Grant Management System of the IQ energy
Programme in electronic form only. We strongly recommend that the originals of the scanned
(photocopied) documents should be kept, since they may be needed for a warranty case, as well as
during an onsite project verification. It is envisioned that all necessary documents will be submitted by
the borrower for verification (checking) in a single package. However, in case of the absence or
incorrectness of certain documents, the borrower will have a change to submit an additional, corrected
package of documents, albeit only once.
All documents have to be submitted within four months from the date of purchase of products (for
credit cards) or the date of a loan (for other loans).
We advise that you should familiarise yourself with the following specially created video materials:
•
•

How to create an Eligibility Certificate: https://youtu.be/bf9-m89AU3A
How to fill in your grant application: https://youtu.be/GSrU6pEMLBY
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2. Introduction
The purpose of this document is to establish the guidelines for IQ energy project documentation.
Projects not documented in accordance with the guidelines set forth in this document will not be
considered as eligible projects for the purposes of receiving grants under the IQ energy Programme.
2.1. Purpose of Documenting
Project documenting is necessary in order to make it possible to verify the completeness of execution of
an energy efficiency (thermal modernisation) project, its conformance to the building standards and
rules, the declared actual cost of the project, as well as to calculate an appropriate grant (investment
incentive) under the IQ energy Programme. Checking (verification) and grant calculation are to be
performed by an EBRD representative – Project Consultant.
In accordance with the Terms and Conditions of Loans and Grants of the IQ energy Programme, projects
are verified in two ways – desk-based (without visiting the facility) and on-site (with a visit to the
facility). Project documentation guidelines are identical regardless of the verification method.
A successful project verification is a mandatory condition for grant calculation. The Project Consultant
calculates a grant amount and informs the EBRD about the need to pay it out only for those energy
efficiency projects that were documented in strict compliance with the guidelines set forth in this
document.
2.2. Responsibility for Documenting
Responsibility for the collection and preparation of documents evidencing the successful completion of
a project, its conformance to the building standards and rules, as well as its actual cost (volume of
capital expenditures), rests with the borrower under the IQ energy Programme. The borrower may
engage other parties in order to receive assistance in documenting, however, responsibility for the
actions of such third parties on documenting IQ energy projects remains with the borrower.
It is prohibited for the borrower to make any amendments, by himself / herself, to the documents
formed by Programme participating banks and vendors, suppliers or installation organisations, including
in electronic copies (scanned copies, photos, etc.). It is also prohibited for the borrower to make any
editing of documents formed by the borrower by himself / herself (in particular – photos of the facility
and card account statements), as a result of which such documents would lose their credibility in
reflecting the real state of matters.
Failure to comply with the guidelines on the collection of proper evidence (documents) and their
preparation in the way as defined in this document would lead to the impossibility of conducting a
verification, which, in turn, is a reason for grant rejection under the IQ energy Programme.
2.3. What should be Confirmed with Documents
Project verification under the IQ energy Programme calls for conducting a check along the following
three directions:
•
•
•

Conformance of the declared materials and equipment to the energy efficiency requirements –
Eligibility Certificate, i.e. inclusion in the IQ energy Catalogue;
Checking from a financial standpoint – the actual cost of investments (amount of capital
investments), which consists of the cost of core equipment and / or materials, cost of auxiliary
materials and cost of installation works;
Checking from a technical standpoint – the list of the equipment and / or materials actually
used, their conformance to the terms and conditions of the IQ energy Programme, the fact of
completion of installation works, and the availability of necessary approval documentation (if
necessary).

Accordingly, the IQ energy Program requires the availability of three sets of supporting documents –
Eligibility Certificate, financial and technical documentation.
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3. Eligibility Certificate
3.1. What an Eligibility Certificate under the IQ energy Programme is
Eligibility Certificate is a certificate that is generated when you select energy efficient equipment and/ or
materials from the Technology Catalogue, which is accessible on the online planform of the IQ energy
Programme at http://www.iqenergy.org.ua/technologies
This Certificate is the document that confirms that the borrower has selected for implementation in his /
her thermal modernisation project (energy efficiency improvement project) materials and / or
equipment, which meet the EBRD’s
energy efficiency criteria and are
eligible for financing in accordance
with the terms and conditions of the
IQ energy Programme.
An Eligibility Certificate is a
mandatory document and is required
for all categories of materials and
equipment from the Technology
Catalogue.
In the meantime, the Certificate itself
does not guarantee that a given
project actually used exactly these
materials and equipment from the
Technology Catalogue. Therefore, the
Eligibility Certificate must come
together
with
the
technical
documentation for the materials and
/ or equipment, which confirms what
actually was used in the project.

Fig. 1. CORRECT – Sample Eligibility Certificate of the IQ energy Programme

Projects
using
materials
and
equipment, which at the time of
checking the grant application are
absent in the Technology Catalogue and, accordingly, would not have a confirming Eligibility Certificate,
would not be approved for grant award under the IQ energy Programme.



Important! In case you have selected for your project materials and equipment, which as of the
date of their purchase were absent in the Technology Catalogue, you may receive a grant all the
same, if all of the following three conditions are met at the same time:
• the materials and / or equipment selected meet the energy efficiency criteria of the IQ
energy Programme, which are accessible at http://www.iqenergy.org.ua/minimumenergy-performance-criteria;
• the supplier / manufacturer of the said products sends an application to the IQ energy
Programme requesting their inclusion into the Technology Catalogue;
• Such products have been included into the Catalogue as of the date of grant approval.
Contact your vendor or manufacturer with a proposal so that the materials and equipment
selected by you are included into the Technology Catalogue!

An Eligibility Certificate can be generated by the borrower by himself / herself, by the bank officer
processing the loan or by any other party at the borrower’s request at any time before the submission
of a grant application. This Certificate is stored electronically in the system database and, if necessary,
may be reproduced using its unique number.
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An Eligibility Certificate may be generated both for one product item from the Technology Catalogue
and for several items – if the project envisions the usage of more than one technology (materials,
equipment, etc.). It is not mandatory to generate a separate certificate for each separate product.
A video guide on how to generate an Eligibility Certificate (click the picture to review):



The term “Eligibility Certificate (Certificate of Conformance)” also means a document issued by
Ukraine’s government authorities for certification of sophisticated technical products – see Fig.
2. For the purposes of the IQ energy Programme, such certificates are required from
manufacturers or vendors of products at the stage of their inclusion into the Technology
Catalogue. We do not require borrowers to submit such Certificates of Conformance.

Fig. 2. INCORRRECT – Sample government Certificate of Conformance for a product and Annex to it: not required from
borrowers. RESULT – unnecessary document
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3.2. How to Upload an Eligibility Certificate
An Eligibility Certificate of the IQ energy Program is generated by the system itself, therefore, it is not
necessary to print it out, to scan and upload it. All you have to do is to specify in your grant application
its number consisting of 9 consecutive figures (this number is stated on the title page of the Certificate).

Fig. 3. Number of the Eligibility Certificate of the IQ energy Programme

Fig. 4. Field to enter the number of the Eligibility Certificate

Using this number, programme engineers would be able to reproduce the Certificate and use it during
verification.
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4. Financial Documentation for the IQ energy Programme
Financial documentation is needed to confirm the actual project cost – the actual expenses incurred by
the borrower to purchase materials and equipment and to perform installation at the facility. These
expenses are compared with the amount of the loan received. A grant is calculated based on the lesser
value as defined by the Terms and Conditions of the IQ energy Programme.
The IQ energy Programme differentiates financial documentation related to equipment and materials
and financial documentation related to their installation. For this, respective fields are provided:
«Financial documentation on equipment / materials» and «Financial documentation on installation» of
the respective tabs of the section “Energy Efficiency” of the Grant Management System.



This is done this way because the IQ energy Programme allows for the installation by yourself of
equipment and materials purchased. In this case, the borrower incurs no extra installation
expenses and, accordingly, cannot apply for a compensation covering them.
Therefore, the field “Financial documentation on equipment / materials» is mandatory for
completion, whereas the field “Financial documentation on installation” is optional.

4.1. Which Financial Documentation is Acceptable?
The following financial documentation is acceptable for the IQ energy Programme:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Loan agreement;
Card account statement;
Fiscal receipt;
Payment slip;
Cash receipt;
Invoice;
Goods issue slip;
Goods receipt.

The above list is comprehensive. No other documents – receipts, account replenishment slips, etc. are
considered acceptable for the IQ energy Programme.
As part of one project, it is allowed to combine different types of financial documentation. For
example, the purchase of core products like heat radiators may be documented with a fiscal
receipt, whereas the purchase of auxiliary products – fixtures, heat insulation, etc. – may be
documented with a payment slip or a goods receipt.



In accordance with CMU Decree “On the approval of the list of groups of technically
sophisticated household goods that are subject to warranty repair (service) or warranty
replacement, for the purposes of application of cash registers» #231 of March 16, 2017 it is only
possible to sell the majority of the types of core products from the Technology Catalogue within
the territory of Ukraine with the issuance of a fiscal receipt. Its absence is a reason for warranty
service rejection.
Therefore, the IQ energy Programme requires that the payment for core equipment or materials
should be confirmed with a fiscal receipt. The payment for auxiliary materials may be
documented with a different acceptable financial document, in accordance with these
Guidelines.

The above financial documents may be self-sufficient for the purposes of the IQ energy Program or such
that have to be combined with other financial documents, as presented in the below table:
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Table 1 – Financial Documentation Characteristics
Financial
document
name
Card account
statement
Loan
agreement
Fiscal receipt

Payment slip
Goods receipt

Invoice

Goods issue
slip
Goods receipt

Who forms it

Programme
participating bank /
borrower
IQ energy
Programme
participating bank
Vendor / installation
organisation

What it evidences

The amount of investments, which is
taken as equal to the amount of
payment(s)
The amount of investments, which is
taken as equal to the loan amount

The amount of investments, which is
taken as equal to the amount payable
under the invoice
The list of products / materials –
conditionally
The bank that
The amount of investments, which is
makes payment
taken as equal to the payment amount
Vendor / installation The amount of investments, which is
organisation
taken as equal to the payment amount

Vendor / installation The amount of investments, which is
organisation
taken as equal to the amount payable
under the invoice
The list of products / materials
Vendor / installation List of products / materials
organisation
Vendor / installation The amount of investments, which is
organisation
taken as equal to the amount payable
under the invoice
The list of products / materials

No

Is it self-sufficient for the IQ energy Programs?
Yes / No
Which document should be added and for
which purpose
Invoice, goods issue slip, goods receipt – to
evidence the list of products

No

Invoice, goods issue slip – to evidence the
list of products

Yes, conditionally – in case it is
clearly possible to detail the list of
products / materials in accordance
with the Technology Catalogue

Invoice, goods issue slip, goods receipt – to
evidence the list of products

No

Invoice, goods issue slip, goods receipt – to
evidence the list of products
Invoice, goods issue slip – to evidence the
list of products

No. As part of one project, one
goods receipt is accepted, for not
more than 20% of the total project
cost, and taking into account the
established limitations as to the
ceiling amount of cash settlements
No

No

Yes, conditionally – up to20% of the
total project cost. The remaining
investment amount has to be
confirmed with other documents

Payment slip, cash receipt, fiscal receipt –
cash documents that evidence the fact of
making payment
Payment slip, cash receipt, fiscal receipt –
cash documents that evidence the fact of
making payment
Payment slip, cash receipt, fiscal receipt –
cash documents that evidence the fact of
making payment
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Each of the above document types is described in detail further in this document. Each of these
document types may be used for any category of equipment and materials from the Technology
Catalogue, taking into account the specifics outlined below.
At the stage of getting registered in the Grant Management System of the IQ energy Program, the
borrower is required to specify which type of loan was used to finance his / her thermal modernisation
project – credit card or other loan. If the borrower used a credit card loan, the requirements of Item 4.3
are not applicable to such case, however, there may be applied the requirements of other items of this
section, depending on the form of documentary confirmation of payment. If the borrower used a
different type of loan, then the requirements of Item 4.2. are not applied, however, there may be
applied the requirements of other items of this section, also depending on the form of documentary
confirmation of payment.
4.2. Card Account Statement
A card account statement is the document confirming the fact of payment for the materials and
equipment purchased in case of using a card loan (bank-allowed exceeding of the payment amount over
the balance of the bank card).



A card account statement contains no list of products. It only states payment amounts and
counterparties – vendors, suppliers, etc. Therefore, for the purposes of the IQ energy Program,
an account statement must be backed with other documents detailing what is purchased. This
maybe an invoice, fiscal or goods receipt.

Unlike other types of financial documentation, a card account statement is formed for a period rather
than as of a certain date. Therefore, the IQ energy Program establishes specific requirements as to the
period that has to be covered by the account statement:



The account statement has to cover the period from the day preceding the day of the first
payment (purchase) via the card loan through the day following the day of the last payment
(purchase).
For example, if the borrower purchased all necessary products with one payment on April 12,
then the account statement should cover the period from April 11 through April 13. If the
borrower purchased products from April 12 to April 22, then the account statement should cover
the period from April 11 through April 23.

For the purposes of the IQ energy Programme, acceptable are account statements, which are formed by
an IQ energy Programme participating bank (in particular, regular account statements that are emailed
to customers), and account statements formed by the customer by himself / herself – via online banking
or self-service terminal (their scanned copies or photos).



Regardless of how a card account statement was formed, it is prohibited for the borrower to
make any amendments to it, in particular, to delete transactions having no relation to the IQ
energy Programme. This is necessary in order to establish the fact that loan funds rather than
the borrower’s own funds were used to purchase products that are supported by the IQ energy
Programme.

A card account statement is formed using the software of partner banks, therefore, the IQ energy
Programme establishes no special requirements as to the details of such account statements. The
account statement format, which is formed by the bank, fully meets the needs of the IQ energy
Programme.
The mandatory details of a card account statement are as follows:
•
•
•

Borrower – the last name, first name and patronymic of the private individual who will receive a
loan;
Card account or credit card number – account or card details;
Period – the time period for which the statement was formed;
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•
•
•
•

Opening balance – account or card balance at the beginning of the period;
Substance of transaction – a brief description of payment transactions on the account or card,
which took place over the period;
Amount of transactions – monetary equivalent of transactions that were made over the period;
Closing balance – account or card balance at the end of the period.

Fig. 5. CORRECT – Sample card account statement

4.3. Loan Agreement
A Loan Agreement is the document confirming the fact of payment for the purchase of materials and
equipment in case of a loan with a direct transfer of funds to the supplier organisation or a cash loan.
In case of a loan with a direct transfer of funds to the supplier or vendor, the Loan Agreement evidences
the fact and amount of payment. In case of a cash loan, the Loan Agreement is not the document
confirming the fact of payment for the purposes of the IQ energy Programme and has to be backed with
other financial documents described below – payment slip, goods or fiscal receipt. In both of these
cases, the IQ energy Programme requires that the borrower should submit a copy of the Loan
Agreement.
In case of a credit card, the Loan Agreement may be part of the Card Issue and Service Agreement,
therefore, the IQ energy Programme does not require that the borrower should submit a copy of the
Credit Card Issue and Service Agreement. It is sufficient for the borrower to just specify in the
registration form in the Grant Management System the four last figures of his/her credit card.
The Loan Agreement specifies the loan amount and the date of its conclusion. For the purposes of the
IQ energy Programme, the loan amount is considered as the payment amount (unless otherwise
specified in other documents evidencing this project), while the date of conclusion of the Loan
Agreement is considered as the date of payment.



The Loan Agreement normally does not specify the list of the products and materials purchased.
Therefore, for the purposes of the IQ energy Programme, the Loan Agreement must be backed
with other documents detailing what is purchased. This may be an invoice, goods issue slip or
goods receipt.

The mandatory details of a Loan Agreement are as follows:
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•
•
•
•
•

Borrower – the last name, first name and patronymic of the private individual who will receive a
loan;
Agreement amount – loan amount;
Date of conclusion – the date of coming into effect, normally this is the date of signing the
agreement by the parties;
Agreement purpose – purchase of energy efficient products and materials;
Fact that the Loan Agreement came into effect – existence of the respective signatures of the
parties and an imprint of the bank’s seal.

Loan Agreements, which do not contain at least one of the above details, are not accepted by the IQ
energy Program as financial documents.
Additionally, the Loan Agreement may specify the name and payment details of the supplier
organisation or vendor of energy efficient products. This requirement is optional.



The amount of the Loan Agreement may not coincide with the cost of the materials or
equipment purchased and installation works. This would be true in case, under the loan terms
and conditions, the borrower has to pay a part of the project with his / her own funds.
In such cases, the part of payment for equipment, goods or services, which is financed at the
expense of the borrower’s own funds, is not recognised as a component of the capital
expenditures (investments) of the project, for the purposes of grant calculation.

4.4. Fiscal Receipt
A fiscal receipt is the document that can confirm the list of the materials and equipment used in the
project, their total cost and the fact of making payment. A fiscal receipt is formed by the supplier or
vendor in case of acceptance of payment using cash registers.
A fiscal receipt may, by itself, confirm the fact of payment, in case
payment was made in cash or using a terminal for settlement with a
card. A fiscal receipt may be an additional financial document to an
invoice, payment slip or goods receipt.
The mandatory details of a fiscal receipt are as follows:
• Vendor – the name of the legal entity or private entrepreneur
that formed the fiscal receipt;
• Date – the date of fiscal receipt formation;
• Number – the unique number of the fiscal receipt;
• Goods list – the list of the equipment and materials sold by the
vendor to the borrower;
• Price – the price for each item on the goods list;
• Amount payable – the sum of adding up the prices on all the
positions included in the fiscal receipt;
• Fact of payment confirmation – authorization code.
Fiscal receipts, which do not contain at least one of the above details,
are not accepted by the IQ energy Programme as a financial document.



Fig. 6. CORRECT – Sample fiscal
receipt

Due to the technical limitations of a fiscal receipt – the number of symbols in the names on the
list of products – it may be insufficient to establish the consistency of the materials and
equipment purchased with the Eligibility Certificate. In order to avoid misunderstandings, we
strongly recommend that you should demand that your vendors and suppliers provide detailed
lists of goods – invoice, goods issue slip or goods receipt.
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In accordance with CMU Decree “On the approval of the list of groups of technically
sophisticated household goods that are subject to warranty repair (service) or warranty
replacement, for the purposes of application of cash registers» #231 of March 16, 2017, it is only
possible to sell the majority of the types of core products from the Technology Catalogue within
the territory of Ukraine with the issuance of a fiscal receipt. Its absence is a reason for warranty
service rejection.
Therefore, the IQ energy Programme requires that the payment for core equipment or materials
should be confirmed with a fiscal receipt. The payment for auxiliary materials may be
documented with a different acceptable financial document, in accordance with these
Guidelines.

4.5. Payment Slip
A payment slip is the document confirming the fact of payment for the purchase of materials and
equipment.



A payment slip normally does not specify the list of the products and materials purchased.
Therefore, for the purposes of the IQ energy Programme, the payment slip must have, in the
field “Purpose of payment”, a reference to other documents – invoice, goods receipt or act of
acceptance. Such documents must also be submitted by the borrower.

For the purposes of the IQ energy Programme, acceptable are slips, which are formed at bank branches
when a payment is made via the cash desk (in cash), via internet banking systems, and when a payment
is made with a bank card via the payment terminals of vendors or suppliers. For the purposes of the IQ
energy Programme, payment orders are also considered as being equivalent to payment slips.

Fig. 7. CORRECT – Sample payment slip in case of payment via a bank’s cash desk and sample payment order.

The mandatory details of a payment slip are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Payer – the last name, first name and patronymic of the private individual who received a loan
and pays for energy efficient materials and equipment;
Beneficiary of payment – the vendor or supplier of energy efficient materials and equipment, in
case of slips from terminals – the name of the store or point of sale;
Purpose of payment – reference to invoice, goods receipt or act of acceptance;
Amount of payment – the amount of funds that was paid to the vendor or supplier;
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•
•

Date of payment – the date of acceptance
of funds from the payer by the bank;
Fact of effecting payment – existence of
the respective signatures of the parties, an
imprint of the bank’s seal or stamp,
authorization code, etc.

Payment slips, which do not contain at least one of
the above details, are not accepted by the IQ
energy Programme as a financial document.
For the purposes of the IQ energy Programme, we
do not accept other types of slips, for example,
account replenishment slips, since they do not
contain some of the mandatory details. Therefore,
the replenishment of a supplier’s or vendor’s bank
card via self-service terminals is not an acceptable
payment confirmation for the purposes of the IQ
energy Programme.



Fig. 8. INCORRECT – Sample account replenishment slip
from which it is impossible to identify the beneficiary and
the reason for payment. RESULT: the payment amount is
not included in the grant base

For such cases we recommend that you replenish your bank card and make a payment using one
of the following methods:
•
Via Internet banking system– in such case you would be able to generate a payment slip or
payment order with all necessary details;
•
Using the vendor’s or supplier’s payment terminal – slips of such terminals are accepted by
the IQ energy Programme as a financial document.

4.6. Cash Receipt
A cash receipt is the document confirming the fact of payment for the purchase of materials and
equipment. Such receipts are formed by vendors or suppliers, which accept cash funds as payment
without a cash register.



It is impossible to specify the list of the products or goods, for which payment was made, in the
cash receipt. Therefore, for the purposes of the IQ energy Programme, the cash receipt must
contain a reference to other financial documents – invoice, goods receipt or act of acceptance.
These documents should also be submitted by the borrower in his / her grant application.

The mandatory details of a cash receipt are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Beneficiary of payment – the vendor or supplier of energy efficient materials and equipment
(name of the legal or private entrepreneur);
Payer – the last name, first name and patronymic of the private individual, from whom cash was
accepted under the cash receipt;
Ground – reference to other documents (invoice), with the indication of their number and date,
which contain information about the materials and equipment purchased;
Amount of payment – the amount of loan funds, which was paid to the vendor or supplier in
cash. The amount of payment must be stated in words;
Date of payment – the date of making payment;
Fact that payment was effected – existence of the respective signatures of the parties and a seal
imprint.

Cash receipts, which do not contain at least one of the above details, are not accepted by the IQ energy
Programme as a financial document.



Please pay attention to the following restrictions established by Ukraine’s government
authorities:
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•

•

CMU Decree “On the approval of the list of groups of technically sophisticated
household goods that are subject to warranty repair (service) or warranty replacement,
for the purposes of application of cash registers» #231 of March 16, 2017 came into
effect from May 2017. According to this Decree, it is prohibited to sell the majority of the
types of products included in our Technology Catalogue without the issuance of a fiscal
receipt. Therefore, we insistently advise that, for the purpose of receipt of proper
warranty, you should pay attention to the fact with which document the vendor
documents the sale of goods.
In Ukraine, restrictions on the ceiling amount of purchase for cash are in effect. From
February 2017 the ceiling amount is UAH 50 thousand. Receipts issued for a higher
amount are not accepted by the IQ energy Programme, since they evidence a violation
of cash discipline by the product vendor.

Therefore, for the purposes of the IQ energy Programme, as part of one project, it is allowed
to use not more than one cash receipt and for an amount that does not exceed 20% of the
total project cost, and within the ceiling amount of cash settlements.

Fig. 9. CORRECT – Sample cash receipt



Fig. 10. INCORRECT – No reference to another document being
the ground for payment; combining with the previous
document (Fig. 9) indicates that the ceiling amount of cash
settlement per day was exceeded. RESULT– the payment
amount is not included in the grant base

The IQ energy Programme reserves the right to demand that borrowers, which made a payment
in cash and had it documented with a cash receipt, provide additional documents evidencing
how a non-cash loan was converted into cash form. This may be an application for issuance of
cash or a card account statement. Please keep such documents until grant application
consideration is finished.
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4.7. Invoice
An invoice is the document that can confirm the list of the materials and equipment used in the project
and their total cost (including installation). An invoice is formed by the supplier or vendor.
The invoice itself may not be considered as a sufficient document to confirm payment. The invoice must
come together with the Loan Agreement, payment slip, cash receipt or card account statement.
The mandatory details of an invoice are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vendor (supplier) – the name of the legal entity or private entrepreneur that formed the invoice
and will receive loan funds from the borrower;
Date – the date of invoice formation;
Number– the unique invoice number assigned by the vendor;
Goods list – a list of equipment and materials, which the vendor is ready to sell to the borrower,
with the mandatory indication of technical information, which would make it possible to
establish the consistency of such equipment and materials with the Eligibility Certificate;
Price – the price for each item on the goods list;
Amount payable – the sum of adding up the prices on all the positions included in the invoice;
Details of the responsible person – the last name, first name and patronymic of the vendor’s
responsible person who prepared the invoice, his / her signature.

Invoices, which do not contain at least one of the above details, are not accepted by the IQ energy
Programme as a financial document.

Fig. 11. CORRECT –Sample invoices



The borrower must ensure:
•
the identity of the following information in the invoice and in the document evidencing the
fact of payment: payment amount, the payer’s last name and the beneficiary’s name;
•
that the number and date of the invoice are specified in the field “Purpose of payment” of
the payment document.

In case of failure to comply with the above requirements, the invoice may be rejected by the verifier as a
documentary confirmation, which would have negative consequences for a grant award decision.
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We strongly recommend that you should pay each invoice with a separate payment document –
fiscal receipt, payment slip or cash receipt, without including in the payment documents any
goods items other than those specified in the invoice. This way, you would ensure the identity of
the amounts in the invoices and in the payment documents, which would make the verification
procedure much easier. In case of the need to purchase additional goods items, which are not
included in the Eligibility Certificate, it is recommended that such purchase should be
documented with separate invoices, which are not to be submitted to the IQ energy Programme.

4.8. Goods Issue Slip
A goods issue slip is the document that confirms the fact of receipt / transfer of goods or services and, in
essence, completes sale and purchase between the vendor and the buyer, as well as defines the list of
the materials and equipment used in the project, and their total cost. A goods issue slip is formed by the
supplier or vendor.

Fig. 12. CORRECT – Sample goods issue slip

The mandatory details of a goods issue slip are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Vendor (supplier) – the name of the legal entity or private entrepreneur that formed the goods
issue slip and received loan funds from the borrower;
Date – the date of formation of the goods issue slip;
Number – the unique number of the goods issue slip assigned by the vendor;
Buyer (receiver) – information about the buyer of the products (last name, first name,
patronymic, phone number, etc.)
Ground – reference to the invoice under which payment for the products was made;
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•
•
•
•

Goods list – a list of the equipment and materials, which the vendor handed over to the
borrower, with the mandatory indication of technical information, which would make it possible
to establish the consistency of such equipment and materials with the Eligibility Certificate;
Price – the price for each item on the goods list;
Amount paid – the sum of adding up the prices on all the positions includes in the goods issue
slip;
Details of parties – the last name, first name and patronymic of the vendor’s responsible person
who gave out the goods (issued the goods issue slip), his / her signature, as well as the last
name, first name and patronymic of the buyer (receiver) of the goods and his / her signature.

Goods issue slips, which do not contain at least one of the above details, are not accepted by the IQ
Programme as a financial document.
A goods issue slip must come together with an invoice, loan agreement, payment slip, cash receipt or
card account statement.

Fig. 13. CORRECT – Example of backing a goods issue slip with cash receipts
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4.9. Goods Receipt
A goods receipt is the document that can confirm the list of the materials and equipment used in the
project and their total cost. A goods receipt is formed by the vendor or supplier of goods or products. It
is not allowed to document service provision with a goods receipt.
In accordance with CMU Decree “On the approval of the list of groups of technically
sophisticated household goods that are subject to warranty repair (service) or warranty
replacement, for the purposes of application of cash registers» #231 of March 16, 2017, it is only
possible to sell the majority of the types of core products from the Technology Catalogue within
the territory of Ukraine with the issuance of a fiscal receipt. Its absence is a reason for warranty
service rejection.



Therefore, the IQ energy Programme requires that the payment for core equipment or materials
should be confirmed with a fiscal receipt. The payment for auxiliary materials may be
documented with a different acceptable financial document, in particular, a goods receipt.
For the purposes of the IQ energy Programme, we accept goods receipts, which were paid in
cash and are not backed with cash documents (payment slip or fiscal receipt), for an amount
not exceeding 20% of the total declared project cost. In order to avoid misunderstandings, we
insistently recommend that you should demand that your vendors and suppliers provide such
cash documents.

Fig. 14. CORRECT – Sample goods receipt of a vendor
that operates without a seal

Fig. 15. INCORRECT – service provision is documented with a
goods receipt having no number; a goods receipt may only
evidence the sale of goods or materials. RESULT: an act of
acceptance for uninstallation and installation services was
requested from the borrower

The mandatory details of a goods receipt are as follows:
• Vendor – the name of the legal entity or private entrepreneur that formed the goods receipt
and will receive loan funds from the borrower; using a stamp is allowed;
• Date – the date of formation of the goods receipt;
• Number – the unique number of the goods receipt assigned by the vendor;
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•
•
•
•

Goods list – a list of equipment and materials, which the vendor is ready to sell to the borrower,
with the mandatory indication of technical information, which would make it possible to
establish the consistency of such equipment and materials with the Eligibility Certificate;
Price – the price for each item on the goods list;
Amount payable – the sum of adding up the prices on all the positions included in the goods
receipt;
Details of the responsible person – the last name, first name and patronymic of the vendor’s
responsible person who prepared the goods receipt, his / her signature.

Goods receipts, which do not contain at least one of the above details, are not accepted by the IQ
energy Programme as a financial document.
A goods receipt may, by itself, confirm the fact of payment, in case payment is made in cash without
using a cash register or the vendor’s payment terminal. A goods receipt may also be an additional
financial document to a payment slip or fiscal receipt.

Fig. 16. CORRECT – Example of backing goods receipts with a slip confirming the list of products

4.10. Reflection of Value Added Tax in Financial Documentation
In case the vendor or installation organisation counted value added tax (VAT) in the price of products or
materials or in the cost of installation works (See Fig. 12), the borrower may include VAT in the total sum
of investments (cost of capital investments). For this, the borrower just has to provide to the IQ energy
Programme scanned copies of the respective documents that were formed by the vendor / installation
organisation.
If the vendor / installation organisation did not count VAT in the price of products or materials or the
cost of installation works (See Fig. 13), the borrower may not include such tax in the total sum of
investments (cost of capital investments).
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In any case, the borrower is prohibited from making any amendments to the financial documents, which
were formed by the vendor / installation organisation, including by editing electronic copies.
4.11. How to Upload Financial Documentation
All necessary financial documentation, which has to be submitted by the borrower for project
verification, can be uploaded into the Grant Management System of the IQ energy Programme into the
following fields:
1. «Financial documentation on equipment / materials»
2. «Financial documentation on installation»

Fig. 17. Fields for uploading financial documentation

The system accepts electronic copies of financial documentation. For this, it is necessary to upload into
the aforementioned fields scanned copies or photos of necessary documents in any of the supported
formats (PDF, JPG, GIF, TIF, PNG).
It is possible to upload up to 10 files into each of the provided fields. In those cases when the number of
separate documents, which have to be converted into electronic format and sent to the system, exceeds
the said limitation (for example, materials were purchased by lots) it is recommended to create multipage PDF files that would combine several separate scans into one document. This would make it
possible to provide all necessary information in full without exceeding the established system limitation.
The maximum allowable size of one file is 5 MB.

A video guide on completing an application and uploading financial documentation (click the picture to
review):
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5. Technical Documentation for the IQ energy Programme
Technical documentation is needed in order to check the technical content of a project – the materials
and technology used, the physical dimensions of the facility (housing) where the project was
implemented, and the fact of its completion, as well as – for some equipment categories – the
availability of design and / or approval documentation to implement the project.
The following technical documentation is required for the IQ energy Programme:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Technical documentation for materials and / or equipment;
Warranty certificate;
Act(s) of acceptance of installation works;
Photos of the facility before the beginning of performance of installation works;
Photos of the facility in the process of performance of installation works;
Photos of the facility after the completion of installation works;
Other documents – design, cost-estimate and approval documentation.

Each of the above document types is described in detail further in this document.
For different categories of materials and equipment there may be different requirements as to technical
documentation.
5.1. Technical Documentation for Materials and / or Equipment
Technical documentation for materials and / or equipment is the documents that confirm the quality of
products and their consistency with the list of items defined in the Eligibility Certificate.



The main purpose of the technical documentation provided by the borrower is to confirm the
fact that the project really uses materials and / or equipment from the Technology Catalogue.

For each category of a project from the Technology Catalogue, it is necessary to provide its exclusive list
of technical documentation.



For products manufactured by companies registered within Ukraine, technical documentation
has to be prepared in Ukrainian. For products or product components (for example, lowemissivity glass) manufactured abroad, technical documentation may be provided in the
language of the country of origin.

5.1.1. “Windows” Category
For products used in the windows category, the borrower has to provide, as supporting technical
documentation, the Product Passport (Window Block Passport or Door Balcony Unit Passport) in
accordance with the applicable regulatory documents for a given product type.
Each separate window (door block) has to come with a separate Passport.
A Passport has to be developed by the product manufacturer and to be provided to the borrower by the
product supplier.
The mandatory information, which has to be contained in the Product Passport, is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Product manufacturer;
Product technical description (information about the type of the profile system and the glass
unit formula is mandatory);
Product features (the heat-transfer resistance rate is mandatory);
Geometrical product dimensions;
Warranty period;
Manufacturing date;
Manufacturer’s seal.
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Fig.19. INCORRECT – the window product passport bears no
manufacturer’s seal. RESULT: the borrower was requested a
properly prepared product passport
Fig. 18. CORRECT – Window product passport

The IQ energy Programme also supports the replacements of glass units with energy efficient ones
without replacing the frame structures. In such cases, glass units with low-emissivity glass have to be
used only. For such products, it is necessary to provide passports or certificates for glass, which must
specify the normal emissivity coefficient.
5.1.2. «Heating System», «Solar Energy Collectors», «Heat Pumps», «Boilers» , «Entrance
Doors», «Heat Meters» Categories
For products used in the categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•

heating system,
solar energy collectors,
heat pumps,
boilers,
entrance doors,
heat meters,

as supporting documentation, the borrower has to provide the manufacturer’s technical documentation
that comes with the product.
Such documents may include:
•
•
•



installation and operation guides,
technical passport,
warranty certificate, etc.
Technical documentation has to contain an explicit confirmation of the consistency of the
product’s identification marking with the declared marking in the Eligibility Certificate. Warranty
certificates must have all proper marks of the vendor and / or installation organisation.
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Fig. 20. Sample boiler technical passport and sample heat meter installation guide (in the manufacturers’ languages)

Fig. 21. Sample boiler warranty certificate
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5.1.3. «Heat Insulation» Category
For products used in the heat insulation category, as supporting technical documentation, the borrower
has to provide a photo or a scanned copy of the label used to mark the product (insulant), as well as a
photo representing the whole volume of the insulant stock used in the project.
The mandatory information, which has to be contained on the product label, is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Product manufacturer;
Product name (product brand);
Geometrical product dimensions (width, length, height);
Heat conductivity;
Manufacturing date.

Fig. 22. CORRECT – Sample photos of labels and the volume of a materials stock for wall heat insulation
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5.2. Warranty Certificate
A warranty certificate is the document that confirms the quality of
products and the supplier’s obligations related to their repair and / or
replacement in case of their improper operation (failure) within the
warranty period.
A warranty certificate may be either a separate document or a
respective statement in technical documentation (for example, in the
window passport, on the label on heat insulation materials, etc.), which
contains information about the warranty period for the product.
A warranty certificate provided as supporting documentation has to be
duly prepared and to bear appropriate signatures and seals. Where this
is provided for by the respective form, a warranty certificate for
products must state information about the fact of sale and the fact of
installation of the equipment (structure).
5.3. Act of Acceptance of Installation Works
An act of acceptance of installation works is the document aiming to
confirm the fact of the proper performance of installation of materials
and / or equipment by the installation organisation.

Fig. 23. Sample filled-in warranty
certificate

This document must be submitted in case of performance of installation works at the facility by an
outside organisation and provided that the cost of installation is included by the borrower in the project
cost (total amount of investments).
If installation works are performed by the borrower by himself / herself and are not included in the total
project cost, no act of acceptance of installation works is required.

Fig. 24. Sample act of acceptance of installation works
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The mandatory information, which must be contained in the act of acceptance of installation works, is
as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Details of the Parties (installation organisation and borrower);
Date of making the act;
Statement about the fact that the installation of specific materials and / or equipment has been
performed in accordance with the requirements of the applicable regulatory documents;
Signatures of the Parties;
Seal of the installation organisation.

5.4. Photos of the Facility
Photos of the facility are needed in order to establish the volume and the fact of implementation of the
energy efficiency project. It is necessary to provide photos of the facility before the beginning of works
and after their completion, whereas, for some categories, photos of the progress of works performance
have to be provided as well.



In order to provide photographic evidence of works performance stages, we strongly
recommend that you take photos of the facility itself or its separate elements - window or door
openings, walls, locations of equipment installation – from the same point, that is, use the same
perspective and distance. If it is impossible to do so, please try to make sure that the photo
contains some object that can serve as the starting point for positioning in space – a tree or
building outside the window, a characteristic element of the interior or exterior, etc. It is much
easier to analyse photos like this, which saves the time needed to process the grant application.

Fig. 25. CORRECT – sample photos of various stages of the same project from the same perspective
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Fig. 26. CORRECT – sample photos of various stages of the same project from different perspectives, but with the possibility
of positioning with the help of characteristic elements

Fig. 27. INCORRECT – sample photos of various stages of the same project from different perspectives and with lack of a
positioning point. RESULT – a request was sent to the borrower to provide additional photos



In case the documentation provided for project verification contains no photos of the facility
before the beginning of installation works, the Project Consultant may require that additional
supporting documentation should be provided and / or may select this facility for an onsite
verification.
In case the documents package does not contain photos of the facility after the completion of
installation works, an additional request will be sent to the borrower to provide such photos.

5.4.1. Energy Efficient Windows
For windows, it is necessary to take and provide photos before the beginning of installation and after its
completion.
In case windows or balcony units are replaced, take a photo of the equipment to be replaced. In case of
a new construction, it is necessary to take a photo of window openings.
Upon installation completion, it is necessary to take a photo of the general view of the windows or
balcony units installed plus a photo from a close distance from such an angle that would make it
possible to clearly fix the glass unit crosscut.



It is allowed to take a photo of windows both from inside and outside the premises. The most
important thing is that you can clearly see on the photo the structure of the new window, which
would allow the verifier to find the passport of this very product in the technical documentation
and to conduct its analysis.
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Fig. 28. CORRECT – window replacement: outside photo option

Fig. 29. CORRECT – window replacement: inside photo option

Fig. 30. CORRECT – new windows and balcony units: empty window openings before installation and windows structure after
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Fig. 31. CORRECT – glass unit crosscut: general view and close photo

5.4.2. Heating Systems
For heating systems, it is necessary to submit a photo before the beginning of installation and after its
completion. In case the project envisions hidden installation of equipment or materials, it is also
necessary to provide a photo of such equipment in the process of installation, before the final finishing
layer is put.
In case an existing system is replaced, it is necessary to provide photos of the heating devices replaced
(for example, radiators, circulating pumps, accumulation tanks, etc.). In case an existing system is
upgraded, it is necessary to provide photos of the existing energy inefficient equipment (for example,
pipelines without heat insulation, radiators without heat controllers, etc.) or of the location of
installation of additional equipment (for example, accumulation tank). If a new heating system is to be
installed in newly built premises, it is necessary to take a photo of the future places of location of
heating system elements.
Upon installation completion, it is necessary to take photos of the equipment installed and connected
(for example, automatic heat controller, radiator, balancing valve, circulating pump, accumulation tank,
etc.). In case the project envisioned putting heat insulation on pipelines, it is necessary to provide a
photo of the pipelines with heat insulation put on them.



Photos of equipment should be taken so that it would be possible to clearly identify the marking
(type, brand) of the product.

Fig. 32. CORRECT – heat radiator replacement: before and after
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Fig. 33. CORRECT – new radiator installation: before, after, and marking

Fig. 34. CORRECT – connected circulating pump: general view and marking

Fig. 35. CORRECT – accumulation tank replacement

Fig. 36. INCORRECT – a photo of an empty wall with no elements for orientation in space and a photo of a connected radiator
with no traces of installation works: such combination of photos does not provide assurance that the project really took
place, a photo of the radiator in wrapping is missing. RESULT: a request for additional photos was sent to the borrower.

5.4.3. Solar Thermal Systems
For solar thermal systems, it is necessary to provide a photo of the location (roof, outside walls) where
the project envisions the installation of a solar collector before the beginning of its installation and a
photo of the same locations with the equipment installed.
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Photos of equipment should be taken so that it would be possible to identify the marking (type,
brand) of the product.

Fig. 37. CORRECT – location and equipment before installation, equipment marking and installed system

5.4.4. High Performance Gas Boilers and Boilers on Biomass
For boilers, it is necessary to provide a photo before the beginning of installation and after its
completion.
In case existing equipment is replaced with energy efficient equipment, it is necessary to take a photo of
the boiler to be replaced. In case a new boiler is installed, it is necessary to take a photo of the premises
(location) where the project envisions the installation of a new boiler before the beginning of its
installation.
Upon installation completion, it is necessary to take and submit a photo of the connected boiler (with
plumbing components).
Photos of equipment should be taken so that it would be possible to clearly identify the marking
(type, brand) of the product.
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Fig. 38. CORRECT – installation of a new boiler on biomass

Fig. 39. CORRECT – installation of a new gas boiler

Fig. 40. INCORRECT – photo report about the moving of a new boiler on biomass: impossible to get assured of the fact that
the boiler was really installed at the facility. RESULT – a request for additional photos was sent to the borrower

5.4.5. Heat Insulation for the Floor, Outside Walls and Roof
For heat insulation, it is necessary to submit a photo before the beginning of installation, in the process
of insulation installation and after finishing and / or protective layers are put.
Before the beginning of the project, it is necessary to take a photo of the general view of the existing
enclosing structures (walls, roof, floors, etc.) whose heat insulating is envisioned by the project. Photos
of the outside walls should be taken from outside the building, showing all the front walls where
insulation installation is envisioned. Photos of other enclosing structures (roof, attic floor, floor, etc.)
should be taken inside the building from the side of future heat insulation.
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In the process of performance of installation works, but mandatorily prior to the moment of completion
of finishing and / or protective layers, it is necessary to take a photo based on which it is possible to
clearly identify the total heat insulation thickness. This should be a photo of the crosscut of the structure
with measuring devices (tape measure, ruler, etc.) with respective length marks, applied to it.
Upon project completion, it is necessary to take photos of the facility from the same points from which
photos of it were taken before the beginning of works.

Fig. 41. CORRECT – heat insolation of the floor of the ground floor of a private house

Fig. 42. CORRECT – heat insulation of a roof

Fig. 43. CORRECT – heat insulation of front walls

Fig. 44. INCORRECT – photos of finished walls with a protrusion: such combination does not make it possible to establish
whether or not there was a project at all; photos before, photos of materials, and photos in the process of installation are
missing. RESULT – a request for additional photos was sent to the borrower

5.4.6. Heat Pumps
For heat pumps, it is necessary to submit a photo of the premises (location), where the project envisions
the installation of a heat pump, before the beginning of its installation and a photo of the connected
block of the heat pump.
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For projects envisioning the installation of geothermal heat pumps, it is necessary to provide photos in
the process of performance of works on laying the pipelines of the outer loop in the ground.

Fig. 45. CORRECT – sample photo evidence of a heat pump project: water to water

Fig. 46. CORRECT – sample photo evidence of the installation of the outside block of an air to water pump and its connecting
to the heating system of a private house

5.4.7. External Doors
For external doors, it is necessary to provide a photo of the general view of the door replaced or of the
door block in case of a new construction.
Upon installation completion, it is necessary to take a photo of the general view of the door block
installed and a photo of the side face of the door panel with measuring devices (tape measure, ruler,
etc.) applied to it, with appropriate length marks in order to clearly identify the general thickness of the
door panel.
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Fig. 47. CORRECT – photo evidence of a project on replacing an external door with a plastic steel one

Fig. 48. CORRECT – photo evidence of the thickness of a door panel in order to identify its energy efficiency class

Fig. 49. INCORRECT – the linear dimensions of a door panel have no influence on its energy efficiency. RESULT –a request for
other photos was sent to the borrower
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5.4.8. Heat Meters
For heat energy metering devices, it is necessary to provide a photo before installation and after its
completion.
Before the beginning of works, it is necessary to prepare a photo of the heat meter to be replaced or of
the location of planned installation of a metering unit (heat meter). Upon installation completion, it is
necessary to take a photo of the heat energy metering unit with the heat meter installed.
5.4.9 Heat Recuperators
For heat recuperators, it is necessary to take a photo before the beginning of installation, in the process
of its performance – of those parts of pipelines that will be later hidden, and a photo of the equipment
after its installation.
5.4.10 Additional Technical Documentation
When implementing certain energy efficiency projects, you may order and have design and costestimate documentation developed. In case you are implementing a project in accordance with the
developed design and cost-estimate documentation, please provide to us a scanned copy of such
documentation together with copies of all the other supporting technical documents described above.
The availability of design and cost-estimate documentation may be required by the applicable building
standards, but this is not a mandatory component of the package of supporting technical documents
according to the terms and conditions of our programme. In the meantime, we advise that you should
provide to us a copy of such documentation, which would help us to get assured of high quality project
performance and to check the quantity and list of the materials and equipment used.

Fig. 50. Sample hydraulic schematic on the basis of a heat pump and a sample schematic of equipment location in the boiler
room

For projects envisioning the installation of gas boilers in apartments of multi-storey apartment buildings,
it is necessary to additionally provide the approval documentation from the gas supplying organisations
for the implementation of the said projects. This may be a copy of the technical terms and conditions for
the connection of gas equipment, a copy of the gas supply project, etc.
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Fig. 51. Sample gas boiler installation project for an apartment
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5.5. How to Upload Technical Documentation
All necessary technical documentation, which has to be provided by the borrower for project
verification, can be uploaded into the Grant Management System of the IQ energy Programme as
broken down by each product category into the following fields:
1. «Confirmation of works completion – Technical documentation»;
2. «Confirmation of works completion – photos of the facility».

Fig. 52. Fields for uploading technical documentation



We strongly recommend that all available project technical documentation other than photos of
the facility should be uploaded into the field «Confirmation of works completion – Technical
documentation», while photos of the facility (before, in the process of, and after installation)
should be uploaded into the field «Confirmation of works completion – photos of the facility».

The system accepts electronic copies of technical documentation. For this, it is necessary to upload
scanned copies or photos of necessary documents into the aforementioned fields in one of the
supported formats (PDF, JPG, GIF, TIF, PNG).
The maximum number of files, which can be uploaded, is 10 for the field «Confirmation of works
completion – Technical documentation» and 15 for the field «Confirmation of works completion –
photos of the facility».
In those cases where the number of separate documents, which have to be converted into electronic
format and sent to the system, exceeds the said limitation (for example, in case of installation of 12
windows it is required to provide 12 Passports), it is recommended to create multipage PDF files, which
would combine several separate scans into one document. This would make it possible to provide all
necessary documentation in full without exceeding the established system limitation. The maximum
allowable size of one file is 5 MB.
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A video guide on completing an application and uploading technical documentation (click the picture to
review):
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6. How to Correct Deficiencies in Submitted Documentation
In case deficiencies are found during project verification in the technical or financial documentation, the
borrower will be provided with the possibility of correcting the errors found.
Deficiencies mean:
•
•
•

Incomplete project documentation, i.e. lack of necessary documents, for example, a copy of the
loan agreement or documents confirming payment;
Inconsistency of the technical information provided with the established requirements;
Impossibility of getting assured of successful project implementation on the basis of provided
photos (See Fig. 27 on page 28, Fig. 36 on page 31, Fig. 40 on page 33, Fig. 44 on page 34 and
Fig. 49 on page 36).

In order for the deficiencies found to be corrected, an additional form for completion would be sent to
the borrower’s email. A form would arrive as a hyperlink to the special online form with a detailed
instruction on which additional technical documentation exactly (documents, photos, etc.) needs to be
uploaded for project completion.



The time for the preparation of needed additional information is limited – the borrower must
submit a complete package of documents to get a grant within four months from the date of the
first acquisition of equipment (for credit cards) or from the date of Loan Agreement conclusion
(for other loans).
The Grant Management System provides only one chance to provide additional information.
Therefore, it is necessary to provide all the information requested at a time.

